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Dogs are better than kids

by Violet Wallerstein
World Editor

My code name is Molly M. Jane and I have come to Los Gatos High 
School with one mission and one mission only: to weed out the addicts. 
I heard that this town is notorious for its drug users, so when the chief 
of police assigned me to this town, I knew it was for good cause. It 
was my duty to pretend to be a high school student in order to report 
all the abusers! I thought they had no business participating in such 
behavior, but things took a different turn. 

I began my journey by befriending some of my more uncouth 
classmates. It was really difficult to pick up on the lingo–why should 
I know what “totes” or “candy crush” is? Once I was close enough 
with them, they of course asked if I had a phone with which they 
could contact me. I whipped out my iPhone 3G, to which they replied 
“OMG your parents haven’t gotten you the iPhone 5S? I’m like totally 
sorry!!!” One of them quickly grabbed my phone and of course went 
through my pictures and apps. Thankfully, I had thought to put a 
few pictures and apps on my phone so it wouldn’t seem “wack.” they 
were shocked that I did not have Candy Crush on my phone. I tried 
to pretend I knew what they were talking about, but I soon got lost 
in the terminology like “wrapped ones” or “doughnuts” in terms of 
the game. They quickly downloaded it (without my permission I may 
add) and returned my cellular device.

After that encounter, I went home to find out what this game really 
was and why they were using it so often. I managed to make it to level 9, 
before all my lives were gone. I soon wanted to continue playing, but the 
game forces a waiting period of 30 minutes! I was deeply upset; I needed 
to prove I could beat the level. The game was preposterous! Why should 
I play this game that is only cruel to me in return?

The next day I quickly took up my phone again and beat the level in 
only two tries! “Ha!” I thought, “I finally bested you, stupid Candy Crush!”, 
but my journey was not so smooth. At level 10, I was stuck once again! 
After losing all my lives, I began to send my friends requests, as someone 
informed me I could. I sat in a chair, refreshing the game, hoping they 
would send me a life. As soon as it was sent, it was spent, and I became 
frustrated once again. 

When arriving at school, I told my friends about how I played ten 
levels in a day, and they only laughed. Kate was on level 266! I could 
hardly believe my ears, and set out to get to that point. I began playing 
in class and during tutorial, only pausing when I had to wait for lives. My 
newfound friends and I would sit in a circle and play together, sending 
each other lives whenever someone ran out. 

I soon found that I didn’t want to go anywhere without my phone, and 
tried to save money for the iPhone 5C. I couldn’t sleep because I would 
stay awake waiting for lives. Eventually, my commanding officer noticed 
my drooping eyes and unwillingness to give my phone to someone, even 

to make a quick call. He asked if I had found any addicts or dealers 
at the school and I could only say yes. I had found that the real 
danger was Candy Crush addictions and those who recommend it. 
PLEASE, do not play Candy Crush. Save yourself.

Molly M. Jane, a notorious narc, infiltrates LGHS

Recover from AHS trauma
by Hana Beach
Editor-in-Chief

Two years ago, I documented my somewhat 
tragic and sad life as a child whose parents 
replaced her with dogs. Of course, I didn’t 
understand the reasons for this horrible act of 
injustice. But, now, having been able to accept 
my parents’ actions, I can understand the 
reasons why my parents chose to replace me. 
Well, not really, but my mother has written 
me a list of the reasons why she loves the 
dogs more than me.

1. They don’t talk back. As 
a teenager, I am often told 
that I don’t treat my parents 
with the “respect” that they 
deserve. Our dogs, two Shih 
Tzus, give her endless atten-
tion. When she leaves the house, they 
sit by the window and wait for her to come 
home. Maybe if I were to wait by the window 
all day, I would earn back my chair at the 
dinner table. 

2. They provide her warmth. My 
dogs are covered in hair. During the 
winter months, they follow her around, 
waiting to sit on her and provide her 
warmth. At night, they sleep on her 
bed and keep her with warm. I have 
grown my hair out and tried to sit 
on my mother like my dogs do. But, 
I was rewarded with fat jokes instead 
of my mom’s affection. 

 3. They submit to her love 
without fighting. My mother can pick 
my dogs up, carry them around, and cuddle with 
them while watching TV. The dogs don’t fight her; I 

by Sean Clark
Humor Editor

With the recent finale of American Horror Story: 
Coven, many fans have been going through withdrawals 
from the show. Luckily, I have come up with a few 
ways to cope with the end of the third season. Gone 
are the Wednesday nights spent curled up in a ball 
crying. If you use these coping mechanisms, you 
may finally achieve happiness once again. 

Sell Your Soul to Papa Legba: Dig up your 
voodoo dolls, incense, and crystal ball out of 
storage because you’ve got some summoning to 
do. Mutter a few words in a New Orleans accent and Papa Legba will make his grand appearance. 
Offer him your soul and you will never have to feel sadness again (or any feelings, for that matter)!

Sew Together a New Significant Other: Now that American Horror Story is on hiatus, many of us 
feel alone. The perfect way to compensate for this is to go to the morgue and build a new significant 
other, just like Zoe and Madison! Sneak into the morgue, and collect some desirable body parts from the 
expansive selection of corpses. Channel your inner Betty Ross and stitch together a perfect boyfriend 
or girlfriend! 

Lock Yourself In A Casket: When Madison knocked Misty over the head with a brick and locked her 
in a casket, it was really an act of true friendship. Madison knew that Misty would not be able to handle 
the end of their TV show and decided to hide her from all the pain. Fans of American Horror Story can 
learn from Madison and lock themselves in a casket until Season Four rolls around.

Listen to Every Fleetwood Mac Song Ever: Stevie Nicks’ appearance on Coven was a truly iconic 
moment. By the time you finish listening to Fleetwood Mac’s entire discography, we will probably be 
well into season ten.

Learn the Theremin: We all aspire to be more like Myrtle Snow, and one way to do that is to learn 
the theremin. All the cool witches play the theremin, and you should too. Tip: wear ear plugs when 
playing the Theremin because the “celestial noises” it produces may lead to self-loathing, a lack of 
friends, and damaged hearing.

Contact the Dead using a Ouija Board: Queenie, Nan, and Zoe all had an exhilarating time using 
their ouija board and so can you! Pull together several other American Horror Story fans for a fun night 
of chatting with spirits and ghosts. Warning: your house may be haunted by a serial killer who will date 
your mom and try to kill all of your friends if you contact him via ouija board.

Play Teleportation Tag: In the shocking finale of American Horror Story: Coven, the witches played 
a fun game of tag, utilizing their teleportation abilities. The rules are as follows: try not to get tagged, 
and whoever teleports incorrectly and accidentally ends up skewered on the fence loses!

Harry Potter fan defends Rowling in “Romione” fiasco
by Haley Wade
Editor-in-Chief

A few weeks ago, best-selling author J.K. Rowling announced that 
she made a huge mistake when she created a romantic relationship 
between Ron Weasley and Hermione Granger, two of the protagonists 
in her Harry Potter novels. She said that Hermione should have begun 
a relationship with Harry instead. Many fans angrily protested 
her self-doubt, but true fans know that her realization 
came seven years too late. Harry and Hermione 
are the obvious couple. Besides the fact that 
both of their names start with H, there 
are several reasons why these two are 
a perfect match.

People ask “What would happen to 
Ginny?” Ginny spent six years wait-
ing for Harry to notice her, and her 
patience had to be rewarded with 
his reciprocated love, right? Wrong. 
Ginny obviously should have given 
up on Harry and started pursuing 
Ron. Not only do they look really 
similar for some reason, they also 
happen to have the same last name. 
Ginny wouldn’t have to change her last 
name after she and Ron got married, whereas 
“Hermione Weasley” just sounds super wrong.

Hermione is also hotter than Ginny, and the Boy 

Who Lived deserves the hottest witch in the wizarding 
world. During the Yule Ball scene in Harry Potter and 
the Goblet of Fire, a whole chapter is dedicated to 
how great Hermione suddenly looks in her ball 
gown. Ginny is there with Neville Longbottom, 
and if that doesn’t already tell you how lame 

she is, you should also notice that her 
dress or physical appearance isn’t 

even described. How are we 
supposed to know if she 

is attractive enough for 
the Chosen One?

Hermione also made it 
clear throughout the novels 
that she is interested in quid-
ditch seekers, not keepers. Her 
dating repertoire before Ron includes 
Viktor Krum and Cormac McLaggen. 
Krum is a seeker, McLaggen is a keeper. 
She was super into Krum, and not at all 
into McLaggen. Harry just so happens to 
be a seeker while Ron just so happens 
to be a keeper. Does this even need more 

explaining?
The first witch his age that Harry ever meets 

is Hermione Granger. And if there is one thing we 
all know about young adult novels, the protagonist 

has to eventually get together with 
the first member of the opposite 

sex introduced in the book. This 
golden rule simply can’t be 
broken. Rowling went way too 
far in implying that Harry and 
Hermione could remain “just 
friends” when that is just 
not the way things work in 

preteen fiction.
The final flaw with “Romione” 

or “Hermon” is that Ron seems to 
question his sexuality throughout the 

novels. In Harry Potter and the Cham-
ber of Secrets, he has a huge crush on his 

Defense Against the Dark Art professor, Gilderoy 
Lockhart, that he attempts to mask with feigned 

hatred. Later as he becomes more comfortable with his 
feelings, he allows himself to express his love for Viktor 

Krum and is furious when Hermione steals him away. His longest and 
most obvious crush is on Harry, his best friend of seven years who is 
too busy being in love with Hermione to notice the ginger boy who’s 
been there all along.

My suggestion is that J.K. Rowling rewrite all seven novels, this 
time focusing on Harry and Hermione’s love and pair Ron with Viktor 
Krum. Or at least with that nice girl who lives in his house...What’s 
her name? Jenny?

believe that they love it. When 
she tries to snuggle with me, I 
shake her off yelling “MOM, I 
am trying to do my homework.” 

4. They are cuter than I 
am. I mean, obviously. I am 
not less than twenty pounds 
and I don’t roll over when 
given a treat. But, this is 
not a reason to neglect me. 
I try to be pretty. I really do 
try. HOW AM I SUPPOSED 
TO COMPETE WITH TWO 
PUREBRED SHIH TZU’S? 

THEY ARE BEAUTIFUL. 
5. They look better 

in sweaters than I do. 
My parents are like the 

Shih Tzu owners in Best in 
Show. They buy the dogs cos-
tumes taking pictures for their 
annual “Shih Tzu Movies” 
calendar, each month is a 
picture of my dogs recreat-
ing a famous movie. When 
I made my own calendar it 

got placed in the trash can 
and called “unoriginal.”

My mother later clar-
ified that she loves the 
dogs more than she love 

me because she knows I 
am leaving for college soon 

and does not want to be 
heartbroken when I leave. I 

can’t really understand that reason because the 
other five reasons just make more sense.
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